
2598 Assiniboine Avenue, 
St. James, Winnipeg 12, Manitoba, 
March 22 / 1968. 

Harold Weisberg, 
Route 7, Frederick, MD. 21701, US. 

Dear Harold Weisberg; 
I await the publication of WBITEWASH III and 

wonder when it is due to come along, row7hly, thnt is, sus there is 
now some reason to doubt that the Garrison legal trials will get 
very far due to Bobby Kennedy running for the office of the 
President, etc. 	I did wish and want to.  see the November 1967, 
LIXE other Dallas photographs, in enlargement and further detail. 
But now ? 	Just to let you know that some of your renders do, 
look up Isaacs, for example, mentioned in the rational Enquirer, 
re the Winnipeg Garrison witness of 1964 fame....also Crafard was 
mentioned in that issue which you will know all about long since ? 

Dr. John K. Lattimer of New York, Journal of 
the AMA, urologist at Columbia. College of Physicians and Surgeons 
is stated to be a student of the medical aspects of presidential 
assessine.tions ? But, when I wrote to the Ana, to ask for n, reprint 
of this claimed article on the TYK back corset support, they were 
courteous ')ut regretful and did not have any copies of this article ? 

Nike Land, of Look editor department, is 
stated to have been the man, who helped Robert Oswald write his 
book on Lee Enrvey Oswald----hence, the FBI is mixed up to that 
caper ? 

So, now the onus is on your shoulders, as 
the Government will never re-open the JFK case, etc., and hence 
there are very few people, who have the time, character, and so on, 
to make yet further report into this neglect. Lt looks like all 
that will happen is that only another book or two will come along. 
Otherwise----no one will do anything about it. But it might just 
be that around 5-8 people might donate some tid bit for your other 
book mss. 

Thanks for your time and do not bother to 
reply to this. WHITEWASH III I want to read as soon as possible. 
Good luck. 

Yours sincerely, 
N. McCoubrey. 


